
Mobile Solutions for Workforce 
Relief and Support
WaterFleet proudly offers The RAFT, a mobile environment that expands the WaterFleet 

advantage of clean, compliant water processing and wastewater management. An addition to 

The Water Rig and The Reclaimer Rig, The RAFT is a multi-functional space that provides  

respite from the harsh conditions on remote work sites and emergency response situations. 

Unique features include a climate-controlled break or meeting space with water, ice and food 

vending, audio and visual technology, and restrooms with flushing toilets, sinks and hand dryers. 
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Advantages
n   Full wash down capable with daily cleaning available  

by WaterFleet
n   Climate-controlled restrooms accommodate  

100+ workers per day
n   Break room seats up to 30 at one time
n   Water, ice and food vending
n   Refrigerated storage 
n   Power ventilation 
n   Flat screen TV ideal for safety training or broadcasting 
n   Sound system connected to site radio 
n   Optional Class 1 First Aid station with AED defibrillator

Utility Requirements
Electric Power and Water Supply

n   220V, 1PH 150A connection (33 KVA)
n   Water supplied by The Water Rig or other potable  

water supply
n   Waste processed by The Reclaimer Rig or directed to  

existing sewer system

System Features and Benefits
Solutions
n   Seamlessly connects to WaterFleet rig system
n   Fully maintained, cleaned and stocked by WaterFleet
n   Offers climate-controlled break and meeting space
n   Provides high-quality, fully-equipped restrooms for  

men and women
n   Eliminates costly rental of safety showers, cooling 

trailers and unsanitary portable toilets
n   Space for day-workers to gather for breaks or meetings
n   Designed to accommodate high number of day workers

Self-Contained
n   Custom, 58 ft. enclosed skid
n   Single point electrical connection 
n   Fully automated with remote monitoring 

Facilities
n   Restrooms equipped with hand wash sinks and dryers 
n   Men’s restroom with 4 commercial pressure flushing 

toilets and 4 urinal stations
n   Women’s restroom with 2 commercial pressure  

flushing toilets
n   External safety shower, eye wash station, hand sinks, 

and boot wash
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Why WaterFleet 
WaterFleet is a solutions-based company of 
innovators dedicated to the belief that clean, 
safe water is a basic human right, even in 
the most challenging situations. Guided by our 
core values, we apply a fierce determination 
to resolving complex water-supply issues by 
designing pioneering mobile technologies critical 
to a healthy environment and safe, productive 
workplace. Our purpose not only benefits the 
people we serve, it is a source of pride for WaterFleet 
employees who recognize that their work benefits the 
communities in which we live, work and raise our families. 
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